
MANHATTAN KSA L L E Y WAY  H O U S I N G

Near Net Zero Energy Backhouses, Granny Flats and Garage Apartments: 
A Strategy for Increasing Density and Sustainability in the Older Neighborhoods

Develop a series of near net zero energy alleyway houses, suitable for multiply situations, using de-
sign guides such as: 
     Traditional Neighborhood Overlay District Guide (TNO), 
     Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), 
     The Chicago green Alley Handbook, 
     Universal Design standards (Aging-in-place)
     Low Impact Development standards (LID)
     Home Energy Efficient Design (HEED)
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Manhattan Future Bus Routes
Manhattan has a bus route proposed to start the spring of 2012. The city received 
federal funds for public transportation after the city surpassed 50,00 citizens. 
The two future bus routes are show above in red and purple. The blue indicates a 5 
minute walking radius (1/4 mile), which is the areas most likely to use the buses dai-
ly.

Area of Focus
This project is focused toward areas with a Jeffersonian grid systems, which use 
alleys. This puts the focus mainly around the older neighborhood of Manhattan, 
mainly east Manhattan between KSU campus and downtown. When overlaying the bus 
route, and the 5 minute walking radius, over a map of Manhattan, a focus area de-
velops from Manhattan Ave to 3rd St and Thurston to Colorado.
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Site Study
The Block of Kearney to Vattier and 9th to 8th is the block used for the site study. 
This block was chosen because the lots on the block are average size for Manhat-
tan, 50 ft x 150 ft, as well as its proximity to KSU Campus, Northend Redevelop-
ment and the elementary school. 

Lot Selection
When choosing lots for development, many aspects where taken into account: aver-
age lot size, varying existing house sizes, varying existing house heights, depth of 
house into lot, style of existing house, etc. The four middle lots where choose be-
cause they met the most of the requirements as well as able to develop the alleyway 
houses together. 

Sustainable Manhattan : visions for a more self-reliant and resilient communi-
ty

It is becoming increasingly clear that the 21st century will constitute a radically new era in human 
history, one that will be defined by our collective response to three inescapable and interconnected 
problems that are already combining to create a perfect storm.
The Population Explosion: The global population now stands at 6.7 billion people. By 2050 it is esti-
mated that there will be more then 9 billion.
Peak Oil and Natural Gas: There is a growing consensus among petroleum geologists that we are pres-
ently on the “bumpy plateau” of peak oil and that the era of easily accessible, cheap oil (and other 
Fossil Fuels) is now forever behind us. With almost unimaginable consequences, it is estimated that by 
2030 the world will have approximately 25% less oil then is currently available and 50% less by the 
year 2050.
Climate Destabilization, Mass Extinctions and Ecosystem Collapse: As a direct result of population 
pressures and human activity we are already living in an era scientists call the Sixth Great Extinction. 
Without rapid and dramatic action to limit the production of greenhouse gases it is virtually certain 
that we will cross key climate change tipping points, leading to a world that is seriously inhospitable 
to all life as we know it.
In order to respond effectively to these pressing problems it will be necessary for us to literally re-
make the human footprint on the earth, town by town and community by community. As designers of sus-
tainable buildings and a new ecologically sustainable pattern of human settlements, we will need to 
be guided in all of our efforts by the three design and functioning of the natural world: 1) Create no 
waste; 2) Use only renewable energy: 3) Respect and enhance biological diversity.



Alleyway House Type #1: Loft Style
478 sq ft
1 Bed/ 1 Bath
505 sq ft Footprint

Alleyway House Type #2: Garage Apartment
507 sq ft + 2 cars
1 Bed/ 1 Bath 
608 sq ft Footprint

Alleyway House Type #2: Traditional
640 sq ft
2 Bed/ 1 Bath
430 sq ft Footprint

Alleyway House Type #4: Accessibility
600 sq ft
1 Bed/ 1 Bath
712 sq ft Footprint
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